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Outline of presentation

• Dose-rate effects in Radiobiology

• Evidence for FLASH with photons

• Evidence for FLASH with protons

• Future challenges and opportunities



Dose-rate effects

Durante et al., BJR  2018, 91: 20170628
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Dose-rate (Gy / min)

More inter-track repair

~1012Gy/min

Oxygen Depletion?



Physiological Oxygen Tensions

• Much of in vitro
radiobiology is 
carried out at 
21% oxygen 

• Most at 
conventional 
dose-rates

McKeown, Br J Radiol 2014;87:20130676



Tumours versus normal tissues

McKeown, Br J Radiol 2014;87:20130676



High Dose-Rate Radiobiology >106 Gy/s

Jones et al., 2012, BJR, 35, e933

• Dose-rates higher 

than ~107 Gy/s and 5 

– 10 Gy deplete 

cellular oxygen

• Some data 

suggesting changes 

at lower dose-rates 

(102 Gy/s for in vivo 

studies (FLASH 

Radiotherapy Normal 

tissue sparing)

• No data for high LET 

radiations



Temporal Effects – FLASH Radiotherapy

• 4.5 MeV electron or γ-ray irradiated 
thorax of C57/B6 mice

• The two radiation qualities had similar 
effectiveness in lung fibrogenesis when 
delivered at the same conventional 
dose rate of 1.8 Gy min−1. 

• Electrons delivered in a single short-
pulse (<500 ms) at ultra-high dose 
rate (>40 Gy s−1 = 2400 Gy min−1) 
produced less pulmonary lesions 
than conventional dose-rate exposure 

• In a second study, the authors also 
found that spatial memory is 
preserved after whole-brain mouse 
FLASH irradiation at 10 Gy, whereas 
the same dose at conventional dose 
rate totally impairs spatial memory

Favaudon et al., Sci Trans Med 2014; Commentary in Durante et al., BJR  2018

Probability of Fibrosis

Weeks after irradiation



Building evidence for FLASH effects



Reduced Oxygen is important

Reduced 

oxygen

Air

Vozenin et al., 2019, 

Clinical Oncology, 31, 407



The chemistry of FLASH exposures

• FLASH doses that consume 
all local O2 to form reactive 
organic hydroperoxides will 
show maximal differences

• Normal tissues can more 
effectively regulate and 
sequester endogenous 
levels of Fe, limiting 
Fenton-type reactions and 
increasing capacity for 
enzymatic reduction of 
hydroperoxides



Biological mechanisms of FLASH

From Vozenin, Spitz, Limoli



Studies with clinical beams
RBE critically depends on both physical and biological parameters:

Currently fixed RBE values are used for protons clinically and disregard any physical and
biological dependency potentially limiting particle therapy effectiveness

• Dose accuracy required in radiation therapy = 3.5 %
• Any uncertainty on the RBE will translate in the same uncertainty for biological effective dose
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SOBP

Clinical beams 
are delivered by 
a series of 
overlapping 
pristine 
monoenergetic
beams



Boscolo et al., 2018, 
Chem Phys Lett., 698, 11

Chemistry – protons and photons are different
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RBE, LET, OER

Hall and Giaccia, 2011

• What impact does reduced oxygen tension have on LET dependency and FLASH?



Protons and OER
• Limited Data for survival and DNA 

damage

• OER will be tissue pO2 dependent

Prise et al., 1990, IJRB, 58, 261.

Wenzl and Wilkens 2011 Phys. Med. Biol. 56 3251

Tinganelli et al., 2015 Sci Rep 5 17016



In vitro Studies with protons - Survival

• 20 MeV protons

• Pulsed versus continuous beam

• <1 ns versus 100 ms

• HeLa cells (in air)

• No impact on survival (3Gy)

• Small impact on G2 cells



In vitro Studies with protons - Survival

• 4.5 MeV protons

• 0.05, 100, 1000 
Gy/s

• 1-100ms total 
pulse length

• IMR90 normal 
Human Lung 
fibroblasts

• No significant 
difference in 
survival rates

Buonanno et al., 2019 Radiotherapy and Oncology in press



In vitro Studies with protons – DNA damage

• Impact on DNA 
damage 
response only 
at highest dose 
(20Gy)

• Saturation of 
foci formation 
beyond 10Gy

• Impact on DNA 
lesion 
complexity?

Buonanno et al., 2019 Radiotherapy and Oncology in press



In vitro Studies with protons – late effects

• Decreased yield of senescent cells with increasing dose-rate

• Decreased change in inflammatory TGF-beta levels

• FLASH may mitigate the effects normally leading to chronic 
inflammation and degenerative injury in normal tissues

Buonanno et al., 2019 Radiotherapy and Oncology in press



Protons in vivo

• Zebrafish Model

• 224 MeV protons 100 Gy/s

• No impact on survival

• Some impact on an acute 

effect at one dose only



Clinical FLASH Protons

• Manufacturers setting up 
clinical beams





Varian FlashForward Consortium



Varian FlashForward Consortium



Varian FlashForward Consortium



• Rat spinal cord irradiated with 
single or two equal fractions at 
four positions (LET 1.4–5.5 
keV/µm) along spread-out 
Bragg peak (SOBP).

• RBE-values for myelopathy 
increased from 1.13 ± 0.04 to 
1.26 ± 0.05 (1F) and from 1.06 
± 0.02 to 1.23 ± 0.03 (2F).

In vivo proton studies



FLASH protons for small animal studies

• Development of small 
animal proton exposure 
system

• Dose-rates > 40 Gy/sec

• 138-198 MeV protons



FLASH ProtonTherapy - Gaps in Knowledge

•Fundamental understanding of total dose, dose per 

pulse and pulse length required alongside LET

•Limited in vitro studies so far

• RBE influenced by DNA repair

• Oxygenation

• High dose per fraction biology (immune responses?)

• Other biology?

•Limited in vivo studies 

• Late tissue effects (e.g. spinal cord, parotid, lung)

• Defined genetic models



Summary

- Dose-rate has a significant impact on radiobiological 
response

- Recent data has shown that at dose-rates around >40
Gy/s (FLASH Exposures) normal tissue can be protected

- An underpinning role for oxygen dependent chemistry

- Further studies are needed to fully define the impact of
total dose, spatial patterning, total exposure rate and
radiation quality on response
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